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Notes from the Prez
by Jim Dinkey
The big story is that the SPAUG CD is ready.
Full discussion is elsewhere in this newsletter.
First of all there is a “new” technique on how to
resurrect Epson printers that have not been
used for a while and have become gummed up
to the extent of no printing. What follows applies to many similar printers, not just Epson.
This is the approved means of resurrecting a
plugged up printer rather than tossing a $200
printer as I have had reported to me.
The Epson manual is quite explicit in stating
that the printer should be used at least once a
month. The problem arises when the rules are
not followed and the ink is allowed to dry to
the extent that even the vacuum pump in all
Epsons cannot break the seal.
The printing plate in the Epson is a single set of
very small holes attached to the tanks above, so
the technique is to flush the plate with some
methanol by the proper application of methanol
while the effluent is being collected underneath,

Then after the collecting paper towel is removed,
the cartridges can be refilled and the counter reset
in the cartridge so the drop counter is no longer a
problem.
By this procedure, one can resurrect a ‘dead’
printer, be a hero, and save a lot of money by refilling cartridges if you are into photo printing.
The Clinic is back but there are some changes
with the user being requested to take more responsibility for coming prepared. If you cannot
do the preparation for any reason, the necessary
steps will be performed for you.
Computers will need to have a second drive upon
which a backup has been performed and a printed
copy of BelArc is requested.
There will be two 9:30 a.m. customer slots. Only
if one of the slots comes to completion will the
afternoon slot be activated.
When the computer leaves, it will have a standard
set of anti virus and worm protection. If it needs
it, a network interface card will be installed and
(Continued on page 2)

General Meeting @ Elks Lodge - Wed. June 9 @ 7:15 PM
4249 El Camino Real - Palo Alto (directions on page 3)
Optional Dinner at Thai City, 5:45 pm (see page 3).
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W (Continued from page 1)
left in place.
The saga of whether you can add the new
large hard drives that are larger than 137 GB
is an exercise in frustration unless you have
certain rules explained.
The computer has to be somewhat current
and must meet the Microsoft hardware standards. Further, the Windows 2000 and XP
software cannot set up or format over 137 GB
so one needs to employ Partition Magic 8.0 to
set up and format the hard drive to the 250
GB capacity and to assure the structure is
NTFS.
Some time ago SPAUG members were given
the URL of the Microsoft location to order
the CD that brought Windows 98, 2000 and
XP current on security patches. There is no
charge for the CD. The CD has proven to be
invaluable when dealing with a reload of a
computer. The CD permits patching through
about October 2003, without having to spend
the time to download the massive security
patches. If you are still on a dialup modem,
this is certainly the way to go. The use of the
update CD does not obviate your need to
download non-security patches, but it certainly does help the overall process. Also,
the patches occurring since the freezing of the
status of the CD also need to be downloaded.
Elsewhere in the newsletter is a schedule of
the next meeting which will not follow the
usual pattern.
We have about 25 two-minute demonstrations of significant portions of the SPAUG
CD in an unabashed hyping of the Club CD.
Interspersed with the shift-over of five demonstrators that have rehearsed, will be the raffle of about 50 items donated by Larry Magid
to Lamont Shadowens. So while we will be

setting up for the next of five speakers, we
will have the drawing for ten door prizes.
After jumping up for the prizes, it will be
back to the show-and-tell. You will be given
20 door prize tickets to be used in any manner you wish for the 50 prizes. The usual cup
will be provided for your ticket(s).
What to do when you need help is often a
very thorny problem. PC Magazine April
2004, did a very good job of reviewing the
subject. So that you won’t lose the information, here is an excerpt:
Paid Support
www.askdrtech.com
www.888geekhelp.com
www.pcpinpoint.com
www.speakwithageek.com
www.tech24.com
The last one above can use a remote program
to let the technician look at and operate your
computer - a capability I use whenever I can
arrange it with the client. Because of poor
performance, I have to recommend against
using them. Find another vendor. Generally
I use PcAnywhere as it is quite effective.
Free Support
www.experts-exchange.com
www.suggestafix.com
www.helponthe.net
www.annoyances.org
www.blackviper.com
www.dougknox.com
www.jsiinc.com
www.tweakxp.com
www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/
expertzone
www.adobeforums.com
(Continued on page 4)
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Meeting Day: Wednesday, June 9
SPAUG CD Team
General Meeting

Speaking about:
CDs, CDs, CD

Elks Lodge,
4249 El Camino Real, Palo Alto

Demos

Meeting time is 7:15 pm

Door Prizes
Buy SPAUG CDs

The Elks Lodge is on the North (bay) side of El Camino
Real, between Charleston and San Antonio Road, but very
close to Charleston. It is next to Ricky's Hyatt House,
which is on the corner.
Park your car in the parking lot at the front of the lodge,
and proceed to the center door. This is a keycarded door
so we will have someone at the door to let you in. Proceed
to the Lodge Room straight ahead and to the left.
If you cannot get in the center door because you are late,
press the wireless doorbell that will be in place for each
SPAUG meeting, and someone will come to let you in.

Optional pre-meeting dinner
Join us for dinner before our General Meeting at —

Thai City, 3691 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
(corner of Wilton, between Curtner and Page Mill, bay side)
650-493-0643
http://www.thaicity.com/
Menu: http://www.thaicity.com/menu.html

Dinner time is 5:45 pm
3DJH 

Probable Meeting Agenda
for June 9 only
7:15 “Boot up”
7:30 Announcements,
Random Access
7:45 Door Prize Drawings
7:55 SPAUG CD Demo
8:05 Break buy SPAUG CDs
8:20, 8:40, 9:00, 9:20
SPAUG CD Demo
8:30, 8:50, 9:10, 9:30
Door Prize Drawings
9:45 Adjourn, buy SPAUG CDs

Note the location for
this month’s dinner.
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Questions and Answers
Name

Area Of Expertise

Phone

Hours

e-mail

Jim Bailey

DOS, quickbooks 6, Quicken 98

650 494 0631

9AM - 9PM

Jimby@pobox.com

Jim Dinkey

All Windows versions

650 493 9307

9AM - 9PM

jimdinkey@jimdinkey.com

Bill Goldmacker

DOS

650 691 0911

6PM - 9PM

gold@svpal.org

John Sleeman

UNIX, UNIX Utilities, Awk, HTML, XML,
Perl

650 326 5603

9AM - 8PM

sleemanj@earthlink.net

Arlan Kertz - “SPAUG 501(c)(3)”
This is to remind you that SPAUG is a non
profit organization registered with the IRS
under Internal Revenue Code 501(c)(3). In
this regard, your dues (except for $12 for the
newsletter) are deductible. Also, any
additional cash and or other non-business
assets donated to SPAUG are also deductible.

Stanford/Palo Alto Users Group for PC (SPAUG)
annual membership dues are $35, payable to SPAUG,
at PO Box 20138, Stanford CA 94309-0138.
Please include your name and address,
and optionally an e-mail address and any special interest
group (SIG) you want more information about.
Questions? Call Beverly Altman (650) 329-8252
or Jim Dinkey (650) 493-9307.

W (Continued from page 2)

May 2004
General Meeting Notes

http://insideoe.tomsterdam.com
www.exceltip.com
http://office.microsoft.com
www.russellbrown.com
www.wopr.com/lounge
www.wpdos.org
www.wpuniverse.com
http://forum.pcmech.com

by Stan Hutchings
Administrivia
•
•

And then there is the Clinic.

The Mid-2004 club CD is ready, price is $20. It
contains old favorites, new items, and updated
standards.
If you want to attend the Clinic, be sure to
make a reservation. There are very few slots, and
they go fast.

Random Access
•

Jim Dinkey recommends RegVac (shareware,
15-day trial, then $29.99) <http://www.
(Continued on page 5)
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W (Continued from page 4)

running and revert to a backup very easily
at bootup.

softlandmark.com/Registry.htm> to clean
up your registry. This can clean up the
mess left by upgrades that don't quite
complete. Among the alternatives, Norton
Systemworks also is good for fixing registry problems (and many other problems),
and RegClean is a freebie, on the club
CD.
•

•

•

Problem: Symantec does not finish all
updates, one item is still red. Suggestion: try running Live Update manually;
sometimes a new package has to be run
several times (with reboots) to get all the
updates. If this doesn't work, call tech
support.
In answer to a question about Panda
Antivirus, several members said it seems
to be a good program. [N.B.- Panda had a
free offer recently, on ZDNet or PCMagazine. Their major customers seem to be
businesses, rather than individuals. There
are other free AV programs available, see
our Security page.]
If you are making a backup to an external USB drive, or even your CD
burner, you may have a problem if you
don't have a boot disk that activates the
CD or external drive's USB driver.
Many boot disks do not have these essential applications; some don't even have
mouse drivers. You should have a bootable disk with all the drivers you need to
recover your system. See The Perfect
Rescue Tool - a Bootable CD <../Dom03/
dom0309.htm> in September 2003 ShareWhere, and Ultimate Boot CD <../
Dom04/dom0405.htm> in the May 2004
ShareWhere. Acronis True Image backup
software <http://www.acronis.com/
products/trueimage/> ($49.99) avoids the
problem, you can backup while you're

•

If AOL is your ISP and you've been
missing attachments in your email - get
a different ISP. AOL is known to block
some attachments.

Presentation
George Sidman of MNC [Monterey Network
Center] gave a presentation on his new endeavor, WebLOQ <http://www.webloq.com/
>.
WebLOQ is the first technology that stops
malware at its source
• shutting down the hijacking of email addresses and content
• eliminating phishing, spam, and identity
theft.
WebLOQ operates seamlessly behind standard applications, such as Microsoft Office,
Outlook, Netscape, etc. and allows you to
work as you always have, in programs you
know, while achieving robust business privacy within a private community.
The breakthrough WebLOQ solution brings
to all Internet users, for the first time, complete Internet privacy for sending and receiving private emails, and exchanging secure
documents of any format or size.
WebLOQ benifits anyone who has a need for
end-to-end Internet privacy for:
•

the integrity and accountability of a private Internet community,

•

exchanging secure registered email and
attachments,

•

the secure and trackable exchange of
multi-user documents,

(Continued on page 6)
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W (Continued from page 5)
•
•

the elimination of malware, such as spam
and viruses, and,

•

Jim Dinkey will demo Belarc Advisor,
MailWasher, Mars Rover, Spybot, Email Cleaner and FontList.

•

Stan Hutchings will demo ShareWhere,
WS_FTP, Arachnophilia and the club
website.

•

Bev Altman, Ron Nicholas and Susan
Mueller will handle the doorprize giveaway.

•

The meeting will start with the Mars
Rover animation, as people sign in and
get seated. Then Random Access, doorprizes, a presentation, and Refreshment
Break. Continue after break with presentations and doorprizes alternating, until
time and prizes run out.

•

We don't have a program for 11 August
yet. Dick and Jim will try to organize a
presentation by Microsoft for the 8 September meeting. We need about 75 attendees, composed of SPAUG and other local groups.

•

Hank Skawinski was proposed for the October meeting, which could switch with
Microsoft, depending on speaker availability.

•

Our general meeting announcements
should be distributed to the local papers 3
weeks, 2 weeks and 1 week prior to the
meeting. This was Marvin Kraft's secret saturate the media. Since Susan Mueller is
our de facto publicist, she agreed to try
the saturation bombardment.

protection from personal data hijacking
and identity theft.

May 2004 Planning Meeting
Notes
by Stan Hutchings
•

The meeting was held at Jim Dinkey's
house; attendees: Jim Dinkey, Dick Delp,
John Sleeman, Susan Mueller, John Buck,
Ron Nicholas, Stan Hutchings. The attendees enjoyed the refreshments served.

•

Plans for the club CD demonstrations
were made. Our plan is for everyone to be
familiar with the applications they will
demo, and have a script. The WebSIG
meeting 25 May at Stan Hutchings' house
will be a rehearsal. John Buck will load
the applications to the club computer,
Dick Delp will bring his computer. With
good preparation, we should be able to
Alt-Tab among applications, and set up
during the doorprize giveaways between
presentations.

•

John Buck will demo SpaceMonger,
Dup Detector, Exam Diff, XnView,
TrackerV3 and AM-Deadlink

•

John Sleeman will demo Brother's
Keeper, Workout, SisSoftSandra and
Sam Spade

•

Dick Delp will demo OpenOffice.Org,
Excel Reader, Microsoft Office Reader
and possibly Opera

3DJH 
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SPAUG CALENDAR
Always subject to change; verify event with host or Jim Dinkey
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

5
Clinic,
TBD

8

9
5:45 pm Dinner (Optional),
Thai City
7:15 pm General Meeting
Elks Lodge
Spkr: SPAUG CD Team

12
Clinic,
TBD

15

16
7:15 pm Planning Meeting,
Bev Altman’s

19
Clinic,
TBD

22
7:30 pm Web SIG,
Stan Hutchings’

23

26
Clinic,
TBD

29

30

3
Clinic,
TBD

Saturday Clinic
Two slots are available each Saturday.
Contact Jim Dinkey at jimdinkey@jimdinkey.com or 650-493-9307 for an appointment.
SPAUG’s SIGS
Name

Description

Usual Date, Time

Location

Coordinator

e-mail

WebSIG

Web Page work

Tuesday following
planning meeting,
7:30 pm

Stan Hutchings’ Home, near
Page Mill and Alma, PA

Stan Hutchings

stan.hutchings
@LMCO.com

Planning Meeting
Planning meetings are held on the third Wednesday of each month, usually at Beverly
Altman’s home at 7:15 pm. All members are welcome and encouraged to attend.
Please phone Jim Dinkey or Bev Altman to confirm venue.
Next meeting: Wednesday, June 16, 2004 at 7:15, at Bev Altman’s home.
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Jim Dinkey
jimdinkey@jimdinkey.com
President (650) 493-9307
Dick Delp
ddelp@pacbell.net
Vice President (408) 245-2137
Maury Green
mauryg3@attbi.com
Recording Secretary (650) 493-5914

Listserver

Susan Mueller
samueller@worldnet.att.net
Publicity (650) 691-9802

John Sleeman
sleemanj@earthlink.net
co-WebMaster (650) 326-5603

Nat Landes
natlandes@aol.com
Treasurer (650) 851-2292

Arlan Kertz
akertz@seiler.com
Accountant (650) 368-9346

Beverly Altman
bevaltman@aol.com
Membership (650) 329-8252

Susan Mueller
samueller@worldnet.att.net
Newsletter Publisher (650) 691-9802

Stan Hutchings
stan.hutchings@LMCO.com
co-WebMaster (650) 325-1359

John Buck
jbuck1467@mindspring.com
Newsletter Editor (650) 961-8859

spaug-list@cloves.montereynet.net

Any member on the spaug-list can send messages to all other members
on the list automatically by sending e-mail to this address. This list is
intended for announcements of interest to all SPAUG members. Please
avoid excessive or trivial announcements, since some members are
paying for connect time. Additions or corrections can be sent to:
info@pa-spaug.org

The SPAUG Web Page
available at
http://www.pa-spaug.org
hosted by
http://www.
montereynet.
net/

General Meeting Wed. June 9, 7:15PM
Elks Lodge, 4249 El Camino, Palo Alto (bay side of El Camino, between Dinahs and Charleston)

SPAUG
PO Box 20161
STANFORD CA 94309-0161
June 2004
Mailed on or before
August 31, 2003

First Class Mail
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PC USER GROUP Meeting
WEDNESDAY

June 9 7:15 PM

Elks Lodge, 4249 El Camino Real, Palo Alto
Hosted by: SPAUG (Stanford Palo Alto User Group for PC)

Topic: The SPAUG Mid04 CD Fair

Speaker: The SPAUG CD Team and SPAUG officers,
Whether you’re an old hand at computers or a relative newcomer, this is
an evening you shouldn’t miss, as we alternate between demoing
programs we’ve put on the SPAUG Mid04 CD and holding drawings for
some really nifty doorprizes. This might be a good time to introduce a
friend to SPAUG.
We’ll be demoing about 25 programs, covering areas from file and disk
management to OpenOffice.org and the SPAUG website.
We have about 50 doorprizes, so your chances of walking out with one
you’d like are probably pretty good.
Oh, yes, we’ll also be selling our SPAUG Mid04 CDs. Buy one for
yourself and several more to give as gifts. $20 each.

You are invited to join us for an optional no-host dinner
before our meeting, at 5:45 pm, at
Thai City 3691 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, 650-493-0643

Upcoming meetings: 6/9, 7/14, 8/11, 9/8, 10/13, 11/10, 12/8
SPAUG — Stanford Palo Alto Users Group for PC
PO Box 20161, STANFORD CA 94309-0161
http://www.pa-spaug.org
Jim Dinkey, President, 650-493-9307 jimdinkey@jimdinkey.com

SPAUG — Stanford Palo Alto Users Group for PC
PO Box 20161, STANFORD CA 94309-0161
http://www.pa-spaug.org
Jim Dinkey, President, 650-493-9307 jimdinkey@jimdinkey.com
See other side for SPAUG Donation form.
See other side for a list of some programs on the SPAUG Mid04 CD. Buy a CD for $20.
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SPAUG CDOM Mid 2004 (Page 1 of 5)
Name: 2xExplorer v1.4.1.12;
Keyword: file management
Name: Add/Remove Pro v2.08;
Keyword: uninstaller
Name: Adobe Reader v6.0;
Keyword: PDF reader
Name: Agent Ransack v1.7.3;
Keyword: file management
Name: AM-Deadlink v1.41;
Keyword: system utility
Name: Apple itunes;
Keyword: Music player

Name: Arachnophilia v4.0
Keyword: HTML editor;
Freeware: (Careware)

Name: Audacity;
Keyword: Audio Editor

Name: avast! Home Edition ;
Keyword: antivirus

Name: BeLarcAdvisor v6.1;
Keyword: system profiler
Name: Boot Log Analyzer;
Keyword: boot up analyzer

Lightweight and powerful, fully shell integrated and extremely usable for increased
everyday productivity, 2xExplorer is an ideal dual-pane replacement for explorer,
compatible with all 32-bit windows platforms.
This free tool shows you what is in the Add-Remove Programs list, which entries are
valid, and allows you to uninstall or remove any entry.
Free software for viewing and printing (PDF) files on major hardware and operating
system platforms.
Agent Ransack is a free tool for finding files and information on your hard drive fast
and efficiently. When searching file contents,Agent Ransack displays the text found
so you can quickly browse the results without having to separately open each file!
Detects dead links and duplicates in your Browser Bookmarks. If a Bookmark has
become unavailable you can delete it from your Browser. AM-Deadlink checks
Bookmarks from Internet Explorer, Opera and Netscape.
This program has an easy to use interface and is an alternative to the other Windows based music programs and is free. Lets users access the once-Mac-only Music Store from Apple. The only player that it works with is Apple’s Ipod and it works
seamlessly with it through either a USB 2 connection or Firewire. This program supports the following formats, ACC, MP3 and Wav. Downloaded music from the Music
store is in an encoded version of ACC. This can be download to the Ipod and can be
burned to CD-R’s. This program has a built in CD burning software, nothing extra is
needed, and has unlimited MP3 Conversion built in. All for free. Once copy protected music is burned onto CD-R’s, there is no longer any copy protection. One that
has another player, can use these files bought on Apple Music Store, but has to
burn a disk first and then rip it to MP3, WMA depending on what the player uses.
This program works only Windows 2000 or XP, but not 98 or ME
Arachnophilia is a powerful programming editor with some special HTML production
and editing features. With it, you can create HTML pages using a suite of powerful
tools, upload your Web site to your Internet service provider using Arachnophilia's
built-in FTP service, and more. Ask Stan Hutchings about the modifiable menus and
keyboard shortcuts.
Audacity is a free audio editor. You can record sounds, play sounds, import and export WAV, AIFF, Ogg Vorbis, and MP3 files, and more. Use it to edit your sounds
using Cut, Copy and Paste (with unlimited Undo), mix tracks together, or apply effects to your recordings. It also has a built-in amplitude envelope editor, a customizable spectrogram mode and a frequency analysis window for audio analysis applications. Built-in effects include Echo, Change Tempo, and Noise Removal, and it
also supports VST and LADSPA plug-in effects.
One Alternative to Norton Anti-Virus 2004, but has none of the baggage that Norton
Anti-Virus 2004 carries. This program is another Free Anti-Virus program with paid
versions available from them or other locations. This program also has an easy to
use interface and user never has to pay subscriptions every year or buy now versions. Also can be set to update automatically download like AVG Free Edition and
has no Product Activation or Copy protection of any kind. This program does have at
least Web Support and maybe Email Support as well. The only down side, is after
the program is installed, one has to register it and get a serial number through email
to make it work beyond 90 days and has to be registered once a year. No cost for
this, but beats paying and works on Windows 98 through XP.
BeLarc Advisor builds a detailed profile of your installed software and hardware and
displays the results in your Web browser. All of your PC profile information is kept
private on your PC and is not sent to any web server.
FREE Boot Log Analyzer utility to help in identifying Windows95/98 boot-up problems. Looks at your Windows95 BOOTLOG.TXT file and calculates the time taken to
load each driver etc, in order to help in locating any cause of lengthy boot-up times.
The displayed result can be sorted by loading duration, filtered to show only those
items with long durations or which reported failure, and saved to a text file. ; Please
note: This utility is intended for use by PC Support Personnel and Advanced Users
only - interpreting the results requires in-depth technical knowledge.

SPAUG CDOM Mid 2004 (Page 2 of 5)
Name: BrothersKeeper v6.1;
Keyword: genealogy ;
Trialware: ($45 registration)
Name: BugToaster v2.0;
Keyword: computer crash report;
Trialware
Name: CatWalkingAround;
Keyword: fun
Name: Clipomatic v2.01;
Keyword: clipboard cache;
Freeware: donation accepted
Name: CloneSpy v2.0;
Keyword: file management
Name: CodeStuff Starter;
Keyword: startup manager

Name: dBpowerAMP Music
Converter Release 10;
Keyword: music converter
Name: DBXtract;
Keyword: Email helper

Name: Directory Lister v0.6;
Keyword: file management
Name: DirectX v9.0b;
Keyword: multimedia

Name: Dogwaffle Paint Program ;
Keyword: paint program

Name: Dup Detector v3.101;
Keyword: graphics management
Name: E-mail cleaner v2.02;
Keyword: text editor
Name: Easy Thumbnails v2.6;
Keyword: graphics management
Name: Eudora v 6.0.3;
Keyword: email handler;
Freeware: Adware

Name: ExamDiff v1.6i;
Keyword: file management

Brother's Keeper is a Windows genealogy program that will help you organize your
family history information and let you print a large variety of charts and reports. BK6
works with Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, 2000, XP. There is no charge to try it, and no
time limit.
IInstall our free software, send crash reports to our database automatically, and
check to see if a fix is known. Join computer users, software developers, and IT professionals from around the world; working together to eliminate computer crashes.
Software license does not allow inclusion of the file on this disk.
A cat walks around your monitor doing amusing things.
Clipomatic is a clipboard cache program - it remembers what was copied to the clipboard even after new data is copied, and allows you to retrieve the old data.
CloneSpy is a free Duplicate File CleanUp Tool
Starter is yet another startup manager. ; As a primary purpose, Starter allows one to
view and manage all the programs that are starting automatically whenever operating system is loading. It enumerates all the hidden registry entries, startup folders'
items and some of the initialization files, so that the user could choose to temporarily
disable selected entries, edit them, create new, or delete them permanently. ; Secondary purpose is to list all the running processes with possibility to view extended
process' information (such as used DLLs, memory usage, thread count, priorities
etc.), and to terminate selected process (even a Windows NT service, having
enough access rights). t
dBpowerAMP Music Converter (dMC), is one of those must have utilities, indispensable for converting audio files from one format to another:
DBXtract extracts all mail and news messages from individual dbx files. After extracting the messages one can drag them from a Windows Explorer folder into an
Outlook Express mail folder. It requires the presence of the VB6 runtime dll,
msvbvm60.dll.
Directory Lister lets you list files in selected directories on hard disks, cd-roms, floppys etc. into a HTML or TXT file (listing). It's like the DIR command but MUCH more
convenient. See the Readme file for instructions.
The power of multimedia in Windows, DirectX gives you the best possible experience with graphics, sound, music, and 3-D animation. If you have a fast connection,
use dxwebsetup.exe; if you do not have Internet connection, or use a modem, use
dx90b_redist.exe. Microsoft recommends making a disk backup before installation.
Project dogwaffle is a paint program, not an image editor. If you like to create pretty
pictures then dogwaffle should do well. Dogwaffle doesn't try to be too much like the
other programs - that would be a waste of time. Dogwaffle is also meant to be fun.
Several pay versions are also available.
Dup Detector finds duplicate and near duplicate images by opening and reading image pixel data, aids removal of duplicates.
Remove “>” from forwarded emails. “Note: Although this program works, it is no
longer supported by the vendor.” -- PCWorld.com
Create accurate thumbnails from popular picture formats with this handy freeware
utility.
Eudora is a powerful email management tool In Light mode, Eudora has many fewer
features, but is free of charge and without ads. Light mode users are not entitled to
technical support. If you like Eudora as a replacement to MS Outlook or Outlook Express, the paid versions are much more capable, and are available from the executable.
ExamDiff is a freeware tool for visual file comparison of html and text files.

SPAUG CDOM Mid 2004 (Page 3 of 5)
Name: Excel Viewer v8.0;
Keyword: Excel file viewer

Name: FontList v1.3;
Keyword: view installed fonts
Name: IE v6.0.2800;
Keyword: browser

Name: Intellitamper v2.07;
Keyword: website probe

Name: IrfanView v3.85;
Keyword: manage graphics files
Name: Jarte v2.0;
Keyword: word processor
Name: KarenWare Replicator v2.2.3;
Keyword: backup

Name: LeakTest v1.2;
Keyword: firewall checker

Name: LookDisk;
Keyword: file search and find

Name: MailWasher v2.0.40;
Keyword: spam control

Name: Mars Exploration Rover Mission;
Keyword: Mars Rover animations
Name: MemTest v2.1;
Keyword: RAM checker

The Microsoft Excel 97 Viewer allows users to view and print Excel 97 and Excel
2000 spreadsheet files, in addition to other Excel for Windows® (versions 2.0 and
greater) and Excel for the Macintosh® (versions 2.2a and greater) spreadsheet files.
This small, freely distributable viewer gives users the flexibility to view page layout,
copy and control cell sizes, and access the zoom and AutoFilter features. This
viewer also supports OLE DocObject as well as the ability to view any Excel file.
Use FontList to view all installed fonts in your web browser. With FontList, you can
create an HTML file that will show all the fonts installed on your computer.
Internet Explorer 6 including Service Pack 1 updates the Internet Explorer 6 core
technologies in Windows® XP Home Edition and Windows XP Professional. Internet
Explorer 6 SP1 provides a private, reliable, and flexible browsing experience and the
freedom to experience the best of the Internet for users of Windows XP, Windows
Millennium Edition (Windows Me), Windows 2000, Windows 98, and Windows NT®
4.0 Service Pack 6a. Note you must update to the most recent security patches after
installation.
ntelliTamper is a small and easy-to-use program that will tell you what is really behind any Web site. Just type in the address, let the IntelliTamper spider read the
pages for you, and you will be able to access the files and browse the folders as if
they were on your own hard-disk.
IrfanView is a very fast, small, compact and innovative FREEWARE (for noncommercial use) graphic viewer for Windows 9x/ME/NT/2000/XP.
Jarte is a great replacement for both the WordPad word processor and the NotePad
text editor programs. Jarte is also a great alternative to the huge, complex, and cumbersome commercial word processors that are designed mainly for big corporations.
Automatically backup files, directories, even entire drives! Karen's Replicator copies
selected files from one drive/folder to another. Source and Destination folders can
reside anywhere on your network. Files larger than 2 GB are supported. Visual Basic 6.0 is required to install and run Replicator.
LeakTest is a safe and small (27k bytes), completely benign "chameleon utility"
which can be used to simulate the presence and effect of Trojan horses, viruses,
and adware/spyware running in your computer. It simply and quickly tells you
whether it has been able to slip out past your firewall's outbound Trojan/Virus/
Spyware protections and establish a standard TCP connection with our NanoProbe
server.
Search for files using various parameters (also within Zip-Files). Search for a text in
any file (also within Zip-Files). Search for duplicate files by name or content (also
within Zip-Files). Show disk overview
Bounce back unwanted e-mails so it looks as if your email address is not valid. Delete unwanted e-mails before you download them. Analyse. MailWasher analyses
each email as it arrives and warns you if it is suspected junk mail or a virus by heuristic checking and filtering. Blacklist. Any e-mails you bounce back get their senders
details put on the blacklist for easy removal if they come back. Turn on the filter that
uses SpamCop list for greatest effect. Note a pay version is available.
NASA Mars Exploration Rover videos from JPL.

MemTest is a RAM reliability tester; it tests the ability of your computer's memory to
store and retrieve data. A correctly functioning computer should be able to do both
these tasks with 100% accuracy - a computer that cannot, perhaps because of old
hardware, damaged hardware, or poorly configured hardware, will be less stable
and crash more often, and will become even less stable over time as corrupted data
is written to your hard disk.
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Name: Multienhancer;
Keyword: System Tweaking

Name: OpenOffice.org v1.1 ;
Keyword: office suite

Name: Opera v7.23;
Keyword: browser;
Freeware: Adware
Name: QuickTime v6.5;
Keyword: multimedia viewer

MultiEnhancer by ElmüSoft can remove 3 Windows illnesses: The Windows DialogBox "Open file" (ComDlg32:GetOpenFileName) is enlarged and manipulated, 4 annoying messageboxes are removed from Outlook Express, 2 extremely annoying
messageboxes are removed from Internet Explorer.
An alternative to Microsoft Office. An open-source project that consists of programs
that substitute for Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, etc. Includes dictionary, thesaurus, hyphenation, etc. which can be installed with the DicOOo link (http://ftp.services.
openoffice.org/pub/OpenOffice.org/contrib/dictionaries/dicooo/DicOOo.sxw).
Browser, smaller and quicker than IE.

Apple QuickTime Multimedia Viewer

Name: RegClean v4.1a;
Keyword: registry repair

Microsoft Registry Repair application.

Name: Rename Master v2.3.7;
Keyword: file management

Rename Master is a FREE utility for renaming large groups of files with a few clicks.
[It] will add, remove, or replace parts of the filename with ease and also supports renaming via file properties, MP3 tags, JPEG JFIF and EXIF tags.
Sam Spade for Windows is a network query tool

Name: Sam Spade v1.14;
Keyword: network query
Name: ShareWhere;
Keyword: sharewhere

SPAUG Website ShareWhere - links to good stuff on the Web. Note: links were
good when posted, but are subject to change. You must be connected to the Internet for the links to work. Newest links are on the club website.
Name: SiSoftware Sandra 9.104;
SiSoftware Sandra (the System ANalyser, Diagnostic and Reporting Assistant) is an
Keyword: diagnostic;
information & diagnostic utility. It should provide most of the information (including
Shareware
undocumented) you need to know about your hardware, software and other devices
whether hardware or software. The Win32 version is 32-bit and comes in both ANSI
(legacy for Windows 98/Me systems) and native Unicode (Windows NT4/2000/
XP/2003) formats. The Win64 version is 64-bit and comes in native Unicode format.
Name: Spacemonger v1.4.0;
SpaceMonger is a tool for keeping track of the free space on your computer. Each
Keyword: file management
file or folder on a given drive is displayed in a box in the main window whose size is
a relative comparison to all the other files in your system. So, for example, if the
"Windows" box takes up 90% of the screen, the "C:\Windows" folder and all its subfolders and files are taking up 90% of your "C:" drive.
Name: Spybot Search and Destroy
Spybot - Search & Destroy can detect and remove spyware of different kinds from
v1.2;
your computer. It finds, removes, and inoculates against future contamination of adKeyword: spybot detect and remove
ware, spyware, dialers, keyloggers, trojans and other malware.
Name: Star Downloader;
Star Downloader is a download manager that accelerates your downloads by splitKeyword: download accelerator;
ting the files into several parts and downloading them simultaneously. Download
Freeware ($20 pro version available) speeds are increased further by choosing the fastest mirror sites. ; ; You may automatically resume broken downloads if your connection is lost or if your computer accidentally shuts down. With the scheduler, you can download files at certain times of
the day. Star Downloader may also automatically connect to your ISP and hang-up
upon completion of downloads.
Name: SuperBot v3.1A;
SuperBot downloads entire websites automatically, and saves them on your comKeyword: website downloader;
puter. Thanks to SuperBot's HTML rewriting technology, the copied websites look
Shareware: ($28.95), Free Demo Ver- and feel like the online versions. Unlike other offline browsing tools, SuperBot is fast,
sion available
free, and very easy to use.
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Name: TCPIP Checklist;
Keyword: network troubleshooting
Name: TrackerV3;
Keyword: File manager

Name: UltimateZip v2.7.1;
Keyword: file compression

Name: Visual Basic;
Keyword: VBL interpreter
Name: Webwasher v3.3;
Keyword: privacy filter
Name: Winuscon;

Name: Workout;
Keyword: fun
Name: World of Windows
Networking (WOWN) May03;
Keyword: networking tutorial
Name: WS_FTP LE v5.08;
Keyword: file transfer

Name: XnView v1.68;
Keyword: manage graphics files
Name: Xteq Xsetup v6.5;
Keyword: configuration

Troubleshooting checklist tool, in Word and PDF formats, from network errors from
TechRepublic.
TrackerV3 is an Advanced File System Explorer. It comes with a Windows Explorerlike interface but a far broader scope: you get much more information and you get it
all on the fly, plus variously enhanced functionality and ease of use, extended file
find, reporting features, multimedia preview, and ASCII/binary file view.
UltimateZip the archive utility for the new millennium - Built-in compression support
for: Zip, Blak Hole, Cabinet, Jar, Lha , GZip, Tar, Tar-BZip2, and Tar-GZip archives;
Built-in decompression support for: Ace, Arc, Arj , Rar, Zoo, Zip, Blak Hole, Cabinet,
Jar , Lha, GZip, Tar, Tar-BZip2, and Tar-GZip archives; Built-in support for UUE and
XXE encoded files; Zip and Mail feature; Self extracting Ace, Arj, Bh, Jar, Lha, Rar,
and Zip archives; Multi-disk spanning for Zip archives; Splitting for Zip archives; Archive and file encryption using the AES standard (Rijndael 256 bit); Windows shell
integration; Checkout and Install features; Powerful backup feature; Batch Compressor,compresses individual files to individual archives; Batch Extractor, extract many
files at one time; Repair broken Zip archives; Wizard for easy compressing, updating, extarcting, and decoding; Favorite Archive Folders for having all your archives in
one list; Build-in text viewer; Virusscanner integration (external program needed);
Archive converter, converts archives form one archivetype to another; Skinnable
Toolbar; Quick Start Task Tray Tool; Windows XP Theme support; and much more.
Visual Basic interpreter for programs written in Visual Basic. Required for some programs on this CD.
WebWasher's filters for protecting privacy prevent information about users from being forwarded to third parties without the users' knowledge.
Many users do not take full advantage of all the possibilities Windows has to offer.
Winuscon, short for Windows User Console, makes the countless features of the
Windows environment more accessible to the average user. Try Winuscon and get
hooked like many others. There are [many] different areas which are just a mouseclick away, on the Main-form. Menu; Internet Utilities; Folder Viewer; Multi MSIE
Browser/(Fr)Google Search; HTML Mail/Mailmerge Word; Windows DOS Console;
LDAP Tree Search / VCard creation; Quick Letters in MS Word; Eternal Calendar/
World Clock; SMS on the Web using Outlook; PC Info; File Manager; Database
based Telnet sessions; CPU / Memory; Settings , Skins
A fun program to work off frustrations. Attack an image with machine gun, flamethrower, termites, paint blobs, etc.
World of Windows Networking - a thorough tutorial on networking versions of Windows to each other.
Windows Socket File Transfer Protocol. Allows file transfer to file servers, for example, upload your website from your PC to your ISP or host. If you like the LE version,
check out the purchase program <http://www.ftpplanet.com/> - the most powerful file
transfer client for Windows! WS_FTP Pro comes with both the classic and Windows
Explorer interface, a bonus Utility Pack and many more advanced features.
XnView is a utility [with many features] for viewing and converting graphic files.
Xteq X-Setup is the ultimate in system configuration or "tweaking" as some people
would say. It covers all types of options and has many useful features - for more information see the file FILE_ID.DIZ or browse to http://www.xteq.com/products/xset/ .

